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RESEARCH
During the research phase of our development, we
looked into what other team’s cars looked like, especially
Clutch Control’s car (we come from the same school,
Blue Mountains Grammar), because they came third in
Australia last year, so we thought that that would make a
good starting point. This helped give us an impression of
what our design should look like.
We also studied some aspects of aerodynamics, such as
Bernoulli’s principle, laminar air flow, turbulent air flow,
vortex shedding, skin friction, and the venturi effect, as
well as observing CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)
analysis of actual formula one cars. This helped us
formulate most of our key design ideas.

REQUIREMENTS
COMPARISON
The comparison of F1 in Schools cars to real F1 cars was
a crucial part of our design process. The comparison
helped us formulate some of the key ideas of our design,
by looking at what our car design required, and what
actual F1 car designs require.
We quickly realised that real F1 cars required vast
amounts of downforce to keep the car in control, as they
corner at incredibly high speeds. Since our car does not
need to corner, we came to the conclusion that our wing
surfaces must be as neutral as possible, to minimise
drag.
Real F1 car designs were involved in formulating some of
our design characteristics, such as using the front wing to
direct air over the front wheels, and having a tapered rear
of the car.
We also compared our design to high performance road
cars, to see what concepts they used. This was a key
inspiration for one of our main design concepts: the
channels underneath our car, which was inspired by the
Aston Martin Valkyrie.

Source/Credit:
https://www.swissside.com/blogs/news/computational-fluid-dynami
cs-optimisation-based-on-formula-1-methods?

Our team design engineer has a large collection of car
books and magazines, which we used extensively in our
research and development stage. These included ‘How
To Build A Car’, by Adrian Newey, and a large collection
of Top Gear Magazines. This was also inspiration for one
of our key design ideas.

Source/Credit:
Von Norbert Aepli, Switzerland, CC-BY 4.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=56889195
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CAR DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS
Our team decided that
requirements for our car are:
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

the

key

design

Have an easily assembled shape.
Be a lightweight design to accurately
achieve the minimum mass of 50
grams.
Be as aerodynamically streamlined as
possible.
Reduce rolling resistance as much as
possible.
Reduce skin friction and the amount of
surfaces the air ‘hits’.
Reduce the low pressure void behind
the car.
Adhere to as many regulations as
possible, to avoid as many penalties as
possible.

We planned to achieve this by constantly
reviewing, analyzing and testing our design, to
make it better, and hopefully the best.
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CAR DESIGN IDEAS

Laser Triggering Front Wing

The car design was a group effort; every member
had the opportunity to have input into the design.
Every time the team had a meeting, Nick would
give updates on the design and we had
discussions on certain aspects or changes of the
design if it was required.
Before we started to design the car Nick, as
Manager and Design Engineer, read and analysed
all the regulations. He made notes on them and
informed each team member which parts of the
regulations they needed to pay the most attention
to, and created a detailed technical drawing
consisting of most of the regulations regarding the
minimum and maximum dimensions. This was
critical when designing the car as it gave us an
easier way to refer to the regulations. It meant that
we could easily verify if our design was compliant
and make adjustments as required.

Min/Max Measurements Drawing

Our front wing support plates are designed so that they
trigger the laser at the end of the track as the very front of
the car passes over the finishing line, instead of the body
of the car triggering the laser when already half of the car
is over the finishing line. This will improve our race time.

One of our initial design sketches.

INNOVATION

In our design process, we made several key
innovations to improve our final design.

Airflow Channels
On the underside of our car, we have a large channel that
stretches the whole length of the car, with inlets on the
side. This is to deliver air to the back of the car to fill the
low pressure void that trails behind the car, thereby
reducing drag. Our aim was to make the channel carry as
much air to the rear of the car while still adhering to
regulations. For example, the 3mm minimum width for a
balsa wood feature, T3.9.2, and the regulations regarding
the virtual cargo, T4.4.
This required us to manufacture the car from the top and
underneath, instead of left/right manufacturing. This
meant, however, that we would have to manufacture the
rear wings separately from the body, but still out of balsa
wood from the same block.

Breaking Regulation T4.3
We have deliberately decided to break regulation T4.3.
We did this because this eliminates the surface at the
front of the side pod that the air would ‘hit’, and reduces
the volume of the car, so we can more easily reach the
50 gram mass requirement. This regulation only incurs a
1 point penalty, and we have mathematically proved,
through CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) analysis
and Newton’s second law of motion, that breaking this
regulation will make our car precisely 0.022724 seconds
faster, than if we had the same car adhering to this
regulation, and that 0.22724 seconds could gain us more
than 1 point.

Column Alignment Boxes

CAR DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT &
ANALYSIS
Our design development and analysis was
extensive: having 6 main versions of our design,
produced over eight weeks, with design
adjustments relating to improving CFD results,
volume, innovation and regulation compliance.

Regulations Compliance Check
During our design process, we constantly checked
over the regulations to ensure our car was 100%
compliant (except T4.3).
Everytime we made a major adjustment to the
design, we would go through the regulations, to
make sure our car was compliant. Also, every time
we thought we had finalised our design, we would
verify the design against the regulations to make
adjustments to make sure the car was compliant.
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Computational Fluid Dynamics
We conducted extensive Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) analysis on our designs to
ensure that any major changes to the design were
for the benefit of our aerodynamics.
When we decided to break regulation T4.3, we
conducted very extensive CFD analysis on the car
designs, TVC2 and TVC4. We did this to ensure
that we were actually reducing our race time by a
measurable amount, so that breaking that
regulation gives us a net gain in points.
TVC2 had 0.575 newtons of drag, while TVC4 had
0.344 newtons of drag.
We also did CFD analysis once we decided to use
our idea for airflow channels underneath the car.
This would ensure that the increased surface area
would not induce too much skin friction on the car,
thereby resulting in reduced drag.

Our Design Evolution: (From left to right) TVC1.0, TVC2.4, and TVC6.5, our final design.

Top: CFD analysis on TVC4
Bottom: CFD analysis on TVC2
These diagrams show that breaking regulation
T4.3 greatly reduces turbulent airflow.

Column Alignment Boxes
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CAR MANUFACTURING
The Test Car

Before we made the actual cars that we were going to be
using in the competition, we manufactured a test car. We
decided this was a good idea because we could test our
manufacturing process without compromising our actual
car. The test car looks nothing like our actual car because
we hadn’t finished designing the final version when we
started manufacturing the test version.

Above: Our finished test car. Right: The bottom of the car
after the fist CNC cut of the actual car.

CAM and CNC
The body of the car was manufactured using an Omio
CNC Router, and we used a special jig that was
manufactured by our teacher especially for F1 in Schools.
To generate the G-Code for the CNC process, we used a
program called DeskProto, which allowed us to adjust the
resolution, cutting axis, and angle of the CNC process.
We used a 6mm rounded drill bit to comply with
regulations.
We decided to machine our car from the top/bottom,
because that way we could achieve the airflow channels
underneath the car. However this meant that the rear
wings had to be manufactured in a different position
within the balsa wood block. The rear wings were still
manufactured in the same two cuts as the body, and in
the same block of balsa wood. We glued them into the
correct position.

We also used the CNC router to cut the axle holes using
G-Code that we wrote by hand.

During the CNC process, we came across several issues,
such as the jig coming loose, which completely ruined our
first test car. This was resolved by bracing the jig using
tightened elastic bands. Another issue was the snapping
of one of the drill bits because of a bug in the G-Code
which made the drill bit run partially over the jig. This was
resolved by slightly modifying the G-Code, and then
doing ‘air tests’ of the cut before we actually started the
manufacturing, to make sure it didn’t ruin the car.. All of
these were resolved by Nick and Fin, with a little help
from our teacher.

3D Printing

To manufacture our front wing, we used our school’s 3D
printer, which is an Original Prusa i3 MK3. We wanted to
have a red front wing, to keep with our team colours and
renderings.
We originally used red ABS filament to print our front
wing, because our school has an excess of it, but we
realised that it was not a good idea when our front wing
warped so much during its print that it was not usable at
all. We ended up using sparkly red PLA filament to print
our front wing, so it didn’t warp.
Upper Right: Our manufacturing calibration tools.
Lower Right: The car after the wood filler had been applied.

Quality Control
We used several manufacturing methods to maintain the
quality of our car. When we were painting the car, we
always put a wooden cylinder in the carbon dioxide
cylinder chamber to stop paint going in. We weighed the
car at every stage of the manufacturing process, to make
sure that we met the minimum mass of 50 grams as
accurately as possible. We also manufactured our own
calibration tools using 3D printing to make sure our car
complied with regulations, to use with digital calipers.

Car Finishing
Before we painted the car we covered the car with wood
filler (also known as spray putty) to make the finish as
smooth as possible, as well as sanding the car down to
get rid of machining marks. We used wood putty to fill in
some scratches or gaps in the balsa wood from the CNC
process.
We used blue acrylic spray paint to paint the car, and we
applied more coats and sanding until we were happy
with the finish, and the car had the target mass.

Column Alignment Boxes
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Physical Testing
Physical testing was a key part of our
manufacturing process. We produced a test
car, that we used for physical testing to
optimise the manufacturing process of our
actual car. This provided us with insight on
what was the best way to manufacture the
car, from how strong balsa wood is to which
would be the best sandpaper to use.

Due to time constraints, unfortunately we
were unable to undertake physical testing on
our actual cars. We had planned to test the
car in a miniature wind tunnel that our
teacher built for the F1 in Schools project,
and to do some rolling resistance testing.

We also used the test car to gather some
data, such as rolling resistance, so we could
perform calculations on how our car would
perform theoretically. This was particularly
useful when we were comparing TVC2 and
TVC4, with the respective top speeds of
35.05 m/s and 37.13 m/s*.

The past four months has been an amazing
experience for the whole team. We have
learnt so much about STEM and developed
so many skills.

Nick and Fin finding the rolling resistance of the test car,
using a Newton Meter that we borrowed from our school’s
science department.
*The accuracy of these results are uncertain because we have
nothing to compare them to.

Evaluation

Nick has learnt much about CAD and CAM
throughout this project, and he is certain that
he will pursue a career in design engineering
because of this challenge. He already had
excellent CAD skills before the competition,
and was doing CAD as a hobby, but F1 in
Schools has taught him how to design to
manufacture, by collaborating closely with in
both the design and manufacturing process.
He has also learnt essential project
management skills that could not be
developed anywhere else at this stage in our
education.
Fin has learnt much about the design and
manufacturing process. He has learnt that
constantly refining the design and the
manufacturing process is a key component
in maintaining a high quality product.

He has also learnt about the manufacturing
process of the car, developing skills in the
timing and tasks of manufacturing.
Matt has learnt about graphic design, and
marketing strategies when collaborating with
Zach to produce our marketing and branding
materials. He has become excellent at
producing high quality work when we
needed it.
Zach has developed many skills required for
a marketing manager. He has kept all our
social media pages updated, organised our
fundraising events and most importantly
gained us sponsors that contributed greatly
to our team budget.
There have been many problems along the
way, such as issues with the CNC router,
that we have solved, and this has helped to
build our collaboration and problem solving
skills, that are essential to any career.
Throughout our development of the products
for the Regional Competition, we have been
making some preparations for the State
Competition, such as uniform design, and
making a prototype state car design. We
would gladly go through the whole process
of the design and management again, for
the next stage of the competition.
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